Maytag Wringer Washer

Center Plate

Power Unit

Failure of the washer to operate is normally the result of
Agitator Shaft Clutch worn or broken parts in the center plate or power unit.
Pinion
When it is necessary to inspector service either component it is recommended that the power unit with center
plate be removed from the washer.
Remove the center plate from the power unit. Inspect
the clutch pinion gear. If teeth are worn or chipped
replace the pinion.
If the agitator shaft will not turn within the center
Center Plate Bearings & & Agitator Shaft plate bearings replace the center plate
Agitator Shaft
and shaft.
Shifter Cam
or
Worm Gear
or
Worm Wheel
or
Rack Gear
or
Clutch Pinion
or
Thrust Bearing

Move shifter cam back and forth to determine if pinion
gear is raised to engage the center plate pinion gear. Be
sure shifter cam is properly installed to raise and lower
pinion gear. With the center plate removed, drain
lubricant and inspect gears. Attach pulley to shaft and
manually turn in a clockwise direction (facing the
pulley) and check movement and operation of the gear
assembly. If worn or damaged parts are noticed
disassemble and repair the power unit. Be sure thrust
bearing is properly adjusted.
NOTE: If major repair of the power unit and/or center
plate is indicated it may be more practical to install a
new A4752 power unit and center plate complete.

Wringer Safety Clutch

See Addendum A for more
info on the foot pedal

Maytag Wringer Washer Trouble Shooting

Trigger & Trigger
Ring
Or
Bevel Gear

Remove the horizontal drive between the power unit
and wringer post. Check for proper engageor
ment of trigger and trigger ring. Be sure the trigger
Bevel Gear is engaging with a lug on the trigger ring
and trigger
is properly installed on the studs. Check condition of
the clutch spring. Be sure spring is not broken and is
engaged in the notch in the trigger ring.
Check bevel gear for worn or broken teeth.
Replace any worn or damaged parts, relubricate and
reassemble.

Wringer Post

Wringer Head or Wringer
Frame

Torque Coupling
(Top of Shaft)
or
Bevel Gear
(Bottom of Shaft)

Remove wringer assembly and observe torque coupling
from the top of the wringer post. Replace
if broken or rounded. Remove the horizontal drive
Bevel Gear between the power unit and wringer post.
Check bevel gear at bottom of the wringer post shaft.
Replace if teeth on gear are worn or broken.
Remove wringer head assembly and check to see or

Drive Pinion Gears
that vertical shaft is turning. If it is, remove the wringer
or
assembly from the washer, separate the wringer head
Clutch Springs
(Upper or Lower)
or
Shifter Springs
or
Drive Key
or Crown Gear

from the frame and drain lubricant
from the wringer head. Remove and disassemble the
wringer head gear mechanism. Replace
damaged, worn or broken components. When reassembling be sure the upper and lower clutch or
springs are installed correctly. The crown gear is
attached to the lower roll drive shaft through the
wringer frame. Check for worn or broken teeth on the
gear. The gear should run flush against the wringer
frame bearing.
After necessary repairs have been made add fresh
lubricant to the wringer head and reassemble wringer
frame to wringer head.
NOTE: If major repair of the wringer head is indicated it
would probably be more practical to install a new
A4746 wringer head complete.
With a damaged or worn seal for lower roll drive shaft
oil will appear on the wringer frame where the lower
roll connects to the drive shaft. Separate the wringer
head and wringer frame. Pull the crown gear and shaft
from the wringer frame and replace the seal on the
drive shaft.

Wringer Post at Right Angle

Drainage
Holes in
Horizontal
Shifter Seal
or
Worm Seal

Power Unit

Indicated by an oil seepage at the right angle drive. This
could be the result of the washer being tipped on its
back allowing oil from the transmission to accumulate in
the wringer post cavity. Another cause of oil accumulation in this area is if the power leg of the washer is lower
than the other legs due to an uneven floor. Do not
transport a wringer washer on its back. Lay on the front
with agitator control down. Earlier washers have two
drainage holes in the horizontal housing. These holes
can be plugged with two small corks or other suitable
material. Later models do not have these drainage holes.
When determined that an oil leak is occurring around
the shifter seal. Remove power unit from the washer.
Disassemble power unit and install new shifter seal
assembly. When an oil leak is at the worm seal, remove
the power unit pulley, disengage the snap ring, remove
and replace seal assembly.

Shaft Collar is Loose or Broken

Agitator
Shaft Collar

Remove center plate and replace agitator shaft.
Be sure linkage is properly connected.

Shifter Linkage

WRINGER ASSEMBLY

Wringer Stem
Frozen to Post

Worn or Broken Teeth or Broken
Flat Spring

Index Slide or
Index Plate

Move control handle to "swing" position. Attempt to
move wringer back and forth by hand until it is gradually worked loose. If the wringer can be moved back
and forth there is a chance it can be raised high enough
to apply penetrating oil around the stem. Let penetrating oil soak for 3 to 4 hours and attempt to work free.

Replace index slide.

Cottage Craft Works.com for Parts

Maytag Wringer Washer Trouble Shooting

Wringer Roll lower roll.
Wringer Cap

Improperly Installed or Worn or
Missing Stop Ring See Addendum A for floating agitator issue

Tub & Center Plate

Lower Wringer Roll

Replace lower roll.

Bearing hangers

Install oversize upper roll bearing hangers.

Agitator
Or
Agitator Shaft

Be sure agitator is firmly seated over the stop ring
on the agitator shaft. Check and replace stop ring.
Check and replace stop ring

Tub Gasket
or
Pump
(Pump Models)
Only
or
Hose Connections

Cottage Craft Works.com for Parts

